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Origin of Origin of Earth Earth and Oceansand Oceans

Hubble eXtreme Deep Field (2012)

Galaxies and stars

Spiral galaxy M81, NASA

Field of stars, NASA

• Big Bang: ~14 billion years ago, when the 
expansion of the Universe started

• The universe is formed by MANY galaxies 
(~100 billion)

• Each galaxy is an aggregation of stars, 
dust, gas, and other debris held together 
by gravity

• Our galaxy: the Milky Way

• ~100 billion stars per galaxy
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Formation of stars and planets

Protostar

Star Birth
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Life cycle of a star

• After nuclear fusion begins, the star becomes relatively stable: 
balance between fusion energy (outwards) and gravity (inwards)
• The energy produced at the core by nuclear fusion emerges as heat 
and light
• The lifetime of a star depends on its size
• Eventually H runs out, He will burn into heavier elements (C,O) and 
stars begin to expand, cool and change color to become a red giant 

Death of a massive star: supernova
Remnant of a massive star in our 
Milky Way

An illustration of one of the brightest and most energetic 
supernova explosions ever recorded 

Image credit: NASA/CXC/M.Weiss
Image credit: NASA, ESA, J. Hester 
and A. Loll (Arizona State University)

• A massive star burns at extremely high temperature, allowing for the formation of 
heavier elements (C, O, Fe)

• It consumes H much faster than an average size star: lifetime of several millions of 
years

• When H runs out the star collapses on itself: extremely explosive release of energy 
or supernova 

• All elements heavier than iron are formed in supernovas: gold, mercury, uranium 
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Formation the solar system

• Nebula contracts under gravity, flattens, and an area of spinning 
nebula shrink and heat up under the influence of its own gravity: 
protostar
• Most elements found in Earth and our solar system are too heavy to 
be form by the sun  the solar nebula was probably struck by the 
shock wave and matter of a supernova remnant 
• We are made of star dust!

Formation the solar system
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Formation the solar system

• Period of accretion lasted 30-50 million years

• Accretion ended when the protosun became a star once nuclear 
reactions cleared the area of excess particles and the result was our 
solar system!

Question

The planets in our solar system include:

A. Four rocky planets and four gas giants

B. Four rocky planets and five gas giants

C. Five rocky planets and four gas giants

D. Eight rocky planets 

E. Eight gas giants
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Our solar system

MERCURY

VENUS

EARTH

MARS

JUPITER

SATURN

URANUS
NEPTUNE

PLUTO

ASTEROID BELT

Inner rocky planets 

Outer gas giants

Source: NASA

Distances not to scale

Our solar system to scale
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Summary: formation of the solar 
system

• A solar nebula starts to collapse. Its composition: 
o 75% Hydrogen, 
o 23% Helium
o 2% everything else

• The matter around the center spins up and flattens into a disk
• A protostar forms at the center, later it will become the sun
• Condensation into dust grains of metal, rock, or ice depending on 
distance to the sun
• Planets form by accretion, their composition affected by 
temperature

o Rocky planets (refractory material) near the sun
o Gas planets (volatile material) further out, cooler
o Icy Planets (volatile material) further out, very cold

Steps in the formation of Earth
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Major elements of Earth

Eight elements make up > 98% of the earth’s mass and 
only four of those make up >93% of the total

Iron (Fe)
Oxygen (O)
Silicon (Si)
Magnesium (Mg)
Nickel (Ni)
Calcium (Ca)
Sulfur (S)
Aluminum (Al)
Other

36.0%
28.7%
14.8%
13.6%
2.0%
1.7%
1.7%
1.3%
0.3%

Fe

O

Si

Mg

Chemical differentiation
• Large-scale separation of chemical elements on the basis of their 

physical and chemical properties, by a variety of processes

• Solar system: differences in elemental composition based on 
where and how a planet formed and the properties of the elements

Rocky Gas Giants Ice Giants
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With only a few exceptions, each of the reservoirs (sun, earth, 
oceans, atmosphere, life) is made up of a different set of 
elements.

This implies CHEMICAL DIFFERENTIATION

Periodic Table of the Elements
Noble

IA IIA IIIA IVA VA VIA VIIA VIIIA IB IIB IIIB IVB VB VIB VIIB gases
H He
Li Be B C N O F Ne
Na Mg Al Si P S Cl Ar
K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe
Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn
Fr Ra Ac

Lanthanides: Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu
Actinides: Th Pa U

Sun Earth Oceans Atmosphere Life
H, He Fe, O, Si, Mg O, H N, O H2O, C

Ni, Ca, S, Al Cl, Na, Mg, S, Ca, K Ar, H2O, CO2 N, P

What about our 

moon?
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Hypotheses for moon formation
1. Capture into orbit by gravity

2. Split off piece of earth because of rapid rotation

3. Simultaneous formation by accretion

4. Formation as a result of a collision

Which do you think is correct?

1 2 3 4

Giant impact hypothesis
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Eric Heinen De Carlo, Sp 2006

EvidenceEvidence
•• Moon has no metallic core (it stuck to Earth)Moon has no metallic core (it stuck to Earth)

•• Moon Moon has lower density than Earth (lack of iron)has lower density than Earth (lack of iron)

•• Similar oxygen isotopic composition than EarthSimilar oxygen isotopic composition than Earth

•• Enriched in Enriched in refractoriesrefractories, low in volatiles (, low in volatiles (heat heat 
caused loss of caused loss of volatiles)volatiles)

•• Off center impact (explains angular momentum of EOff center impact (explains angular momentum of E--
M systemM system))

Age of the Earth
• Age of earth is indistinguishable from Moon 

and meteorites: 4.5 billion years (4.5 Ga)
• Oldest rocks are 4.28 Ga (Acasta Gneisses, 

Canada)

• Oldest minerals, zircons (ca. 4.36 Ga), are 
found in younger sedimentary rocks in 
Australia
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Summary: formation of the Earth

• Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago

• Earth was formed by accretion of smaller rocky 
“planetesimals”

• Earth mass heated as it grew and partially melted, leading  
to density stratification: 

o Iron and nickel moved inward towards the core 

o Silicates and aluminum compounds rose to surface to 
form crust

• Soon after its formation, a planetary body collided with 
Earth. The debris from this impact condensed to form our 
moon

Next lecture
• Earth’s structure: Earth is formed by layers that 
are density stratified 
o How do we know what is on Earth’s inner 
layers? 

• Formation of Earth’s oceans and atmosphere 
o Do other bodies from the solar system have 
oceans?


